A classical way to determine consistent snapshots consists in using Chandy-Lamport's 
Introduction
A local checkpoint is a local state of a process and a global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one per process. When considering a global checkpoint G, two categories of messages are particularly important: messages that have been delivered but not sent in G (orphan messages), and messages that have been sent but not delivered in G (in-transit messages). A global checkpoint is consistent if there is no orphan message with respect to it. Consistency of a global checkpoint is important, since a consistent global checkpoint defines a global state through which the computation has or could have passed. Due to causality, at any point of the computation, a delivery event cannot occur unless the corresponding send event has occurred. Actually, consistency of global checkpoints is concerned only by this causality requirement and not by the content of in-transit messages. However, considering only consistent global checkpoints is sometimes not sufficient for some applications. In these applications, messages in-transit with respect to a global checkpoint must be recorded, as ignoring these messages could lead to a situation where they would be lost. Rollback-recovery [5] and detection of global properties of computations [2, 4] are examples of such applications. When we also explicitly consider messages that are in transit with respect to a global checkpoint, we get a snapshot of a computation. Such a snapshot is composed of a global checkpoint G and of a set M G of messages that are in-transit with respect to G (recorded messages). When we consider a snapshot, messages that are in-transit and do not belong to M G are called missing. A snapshot is consistent if its associated global checkpoint is consistent (no orphan message) and if all in-transit messages belong to the snapshot (no missing message) [4] .
As consistency of global checkpoints depends on the flow of messages exchanged during a computation, on-thefly determination of consistent global checkpoints requires some coordination between processes when they take their local checkpoints 1 . This coordination allows to distinguish between two kinds of local checkpoints. A local state defined as a local checkpoint by a process on its own initiative is called a basic checkpoint. If its definition is due to the coordination, it is called a forced checkpoint.
According to the type of synchronization used for the required coordination, two families of protocols have been identified. In the first family, the synchronization is explicit.
More precisely, when a process takes a basic checkpoint c, it informs the other processes so that they take (if necessary) forced checkpoints in order c belongs to at least one consistent global checkpoint [4] . This explicit synchronization ensures that any local checkpoint belongs to a consistent global checkpoint. Furthermore, when additionally the protocol has to compute snapshots, this synchronization al-lows to determine and record the set of messages (and only them) that are in transit with respect to the associated global checkpoint [4] .
Protocols of the second family are characterized by an implicit synchronization: no control messages are added to the computation but application messages are allowed to piggyback control information. When a process receives a message it uses this control information to know whether it has to take a forced checkpoint before delivering the message so that each local checkpoint belongs to at least one consistent global checkpoint [1, 3, 6, 11, 15] . Protocols of this family are called communication-induced checkpointing protocols [5, 12] . Adding a message recording protocol to such a checkpointing protocol provides a protocol that determines consistent snapshots. The resulting protocol is called a communication-induced snapshot protocol (CIS protocol); to our knowledge, [11] is the only CIS protocol that has been designed so far. This paper proposes an original and efficient communication-induced snapshot protocol.
The design of this protocol originated from (and has been motivated by) our practical work in the distributed debugging area [2] . In order not to modify the communication pattern of the executions we wanted to analyze, we have been led to design a snapshot protocol based on implicit synchronization. This research effort ended in the proposed protocol (whose behavior has been analyzed through a simulation study [8] ). In addition to the protocol itself, the significance of this work and the lessons we have learned from it lies in the following observation (which, to our knowledge, has never been clearly stated before): there is an intrinsic compromise between the number of forced local checkpoints and the number of recorded messages (in some situations, it is possible either to take a forced checkpoint or to record a set of messages, in order to ensure consistency of the global snapshot). The protocol very clearly points out where and why this compromise appears. It is also interesting to note that distributed replay mechanisms could benefit from this protocol [9] .
The paper is composed of four main sections. First, Section 2 formally defines checkpoints, snapshots and their consistency. Then, Section 3 provides a precise statement of the problem we want to solve. Abstract conditions solving the problem are stated in Section 4. More precisely, Section 4 introduces two necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing the presence of orphan and missing messages, respectively; interestingly, it appears that these characterizations are dual of each other. Then the communicationinduced snapshot protocol is presented in Section 5; it is methodologically derived from the two previous conditions. Lastly, we derive a particular instance of the protocol by taking into account specific implementation choices.
Distributed Computations, Checkpoints and Snapshots

Distributed Computations
A distributed computation consists of a finite set P of n processes fP 1 P 2 : : : P n g that communicate and synchronize only by exchanging messages. Processes are not required to be deterministic. We assume that each ordered pair of processes is connected by an asynchronous, reliable, non necessarily FIFO, directed logical channel whose transmission delays are unpredictable but finite. Each process runs on a different processor, processors do not share a common memory, and there is no bound on their relative speeds.
A process can execute internal, send and delivery statements. An internal statement does not involve communication. When P i executes the statement "send(m) to P j " it puts the message m into the channel from P i to P j . When P i executes the statement "del(m)", it is blocked until at least one message directed to P i has arrived, then a message is withdrawn from one of its input channels and delivered to 
Local Checkpoints
Local checkpoints. A local checkpoint is a (recorded) state of a process. Not every local state is necessarily recorded as a local checkpoint, so the set of local checkpoints is a subset of the set of local states. When a process P i defines a local state as a local checkpoint, we say that "P i takes a local checkpoint". (At the operational level, this means that shows a distributed computation with local checkpoints (indicated by black rectangular boxes). Such a computation with a set of local checkpoints is noted b H Z . We assume that each process P i takes an initial local checkpoint c i 0 (corresponding to i 0 ), and after each event a local checkpoint will eventually be taken. Thus, each process always begins, and ends, with a local checkpoint. 
Recorded and missing messages.
A recorded message is a message whose content has been recorded; at the operational level, this means that the recording process stores the content of the message on stable storage. Since a message involves two processes (its sender and its receiver), recording can be made either by its sender or by its receiver or by both. A message is missing with respect to an ordered pair of local checkpoints (c i x ,c j y ) if it is not recorded and is in-transit with respect to this pair.
When considering Figure 1 , message m 4 is missing with respect to the ordered pair of local checkpoints (c j 2 c k 1 ) if and only if it is not recorded.
Global Checkpoints and Snapshots
Global checkpoint. A global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one from each process. For example, fc i 1 c j 1 c k 1 g and fc i 2 c j 2 c k 1 g are two global checkpoints depicted in Figure 1 .
A global checkpoint is consistent if no message is orphan with respect to a pair of its of local checkpoints. For example, Figure 1 shows that fc i 1 c j 1 c k 1 g is a consistent global checkpoint. Due to the orphan message m 5 , the global checkpoint fc i 2 c j 2 c k 1 g is not consistent. Snapshots. A snapshot S is a pair composed of a global checkpoint G and a set A way to ensure (P11) is to take forced local checkpoints before delivering messages that would violate this property 3 . A way to ensure (P12) is to record enough messages, namely those whose non-recording would lead to violate this property 4 . A way to ensure (P2) is to associate with each consistent global checkpoint G = ( : : : c i x : : : ) a timestamp that is known by process P i when it takes c i x .
Abstract Conditions
Property (P1) is in fact a particular case of the more general following one: "Given a set E of local checkpoints, there exists a global checkpoint G containing E, such that the snapshot (G M G ) is consistent". Property (P1) is obtained when E is reduced to a single local checkpoint c i x .
When considering only the global checkpoint consistency part (i.e., (P11)), the problem has first been addressed by Netzer and Xu [13] who introduced the notion of Z-path between local checkpoints, to capture both their causal and hidden dependencies. More recently, these results have been extended to take into account the set of in-transit messages [9] , providing abstract conditions characterizing the general property stated above.
Ensuring (P11)
This section presents Netzer-Xu's results [13] . Let us first introduce the Z-path notion. 
Ensuring (P12)
Let us consider, in Figure 3 As the R-graph described in Figure 4 .b has no cycle, we conclude that, in the computation b Our aim is not to prevent in-transit messages but to prevent missing messages (i.e., in-transit messages that are not recorded). So, with respect to this aim, we consider Note that when all messages are recorded, the NR-graph has no "inter-process" edges. From this discussion, it follows that Theorem 4.2 can be re-stated as:
Corollary 4.3 A local checkpoint c i x belongs to at least one global checkpoint G without missing messages iff it is not involved in a cycle of the NR-graph.
So, ensuring (P12) consists in preventing the occurrence of cycles in the NR-graph. This can be done by recording messages that are about to create such cycles. Figure 4 .a, with m 2 being the only recorded message. As we can see in Figure 5 .a, messages m 1 and m 3 appear in both directions (because, a priori, they can be orphan or missing), while m 2 , being recorded, appears only in its "normal" direction (a priori, it can only be orphan). Figure 5 .b. The ZNR-graph includes the Z-graph, the NR-graph and edges expressing any path consisting of edges from two graphs are indicated by dotted arrows 5 . When we consider the ZNR-graph, Theorem 4.2 gives rise to the following corollary:
Ensuring Simultaneously (P11) and (P12)
Corollary 4.4 A local checkpoint c i x belongs to at least one consistent snapshot S = ( G M G ) iff it is not involved in a cycle of the ZNR-graph.
As we can see in Figure 5 .b, there is a cycle from c i 1 to itself (due to the sequence of messages m 3 m 2 m 1 ]). So, c i 1 can not belong to a consistent snapshot (albeit it belongs to a consistent global checkpoint G 1 and to a global checkpoint G 4 that has no in-transit messages). There are two ways to break the cycle of the ZNR-graph in which c i 1 is involved, as shown in Figure 5 .a.
-The first one consists in recording m 1 . In that case the edge from P j to P i disappears, see Figure 6 .a. Thus, ensuring property (P1) (i.e, (P11) and (P12) simultaneously) leads to prevent the occurrence of cycles in the ZNR-graph, either by taking forced checkpoints or by 5 In Figure 5 .b the edges from c k 0 to c i 1 and from c i 1 to itself are coming neither from the Z-graph (Figure 2.b) nor from the NR-graph (Figure 4.b) . They are due to the net effect of local checkpoints and messages (namely, m 1 and m 3 which could be orphan or missing and m 2 which could be orphan). 
The Protocol
Timestamping Properties
The communication-induced snapshot protocol we now present, relies on a timestamping mechanism. With each local checkpoint c i x is associated a Lamport timestamp c i x :t, and each message m carries such an integer timestamp m:t. min sent i x = the lowest timestamp of messages in sent i x if sent i x 6 = , +1 else.
max rec i x = the greatest timestamp of messages in rec i x if rec i x 6 = , -1 else.
max sent nr i x = the greatest timestamp of messages in sent nr i x if sent nr i x 6 = , ;1 else.
min rec nr i x = the lowest timestamp of messages in rec nr i x if rec nr i x 6 = , +1 else.
No cycle in the Z-graph
The interest of using Lamport's timestamps lies in the following property, which we have proved in [7] : So, a timestamping protocol satisfying (C1 Z ) and (C2 Z ) ensures that all local checkpoints belong to at least one consistent global checkpoint. (Actually, these timestamping properties are necessary and sufficient conditions).
No cycle in the NR-graph
We now use the duality between orphan messages and missing messages to state conditions that a timestamping protocol must exhibit in order to ensure that every local checkpoint belongs to a global checkpoint with no missing messages. Applying the timestamping theorem of [7] (As previously, these timestamping properties are necessary and sufficient conditions).
No cycles in the ZNR-graph
Let us consider:
C2 Z N R max(max rec i x max sent nr i x ) c i x :t c i x :t min(min sent i x min rec nr i x )
As we use the same timestamping mechanism to prevent cycles both in the Z-graph and the NR-graph, it follows that conditions C1 Z N R and C2 Z N R prevent cycles in the ZNRgraph. All these conditions are summarized in Table 2 .
Note that, if sent nr i x 6 = or rec nr i x 6 = (i.e., at least one message sent or delivered between c i x;1 and c i x has not been recorded), then min sent i x max sent nr i x or min rec nr i x max rec i x and thus inequalities in C2 Z N R reduce to equalities: 
Description of a General Protocol
The following general protocol ensures conditions C1 Z N R and C2 Z N R by: (1) timestamping local checkpoints and messages, (2) recording messages and (3) directing processes to take forced checkpoints. Let lc i be the Lamport clock of P i (lc i gives c i x :t its value, when P i takes c i x 6 ). The protocol is described at an abstraction level where, in addition to lc i , we manipulate four clock variables and a set of messages. This set can be seen seen as a volatile storage (it can be eliminated from an actual implementation when this general protocol is instantiated, see Section 5.4). These variables are MIN SENT i , MAX REC i , MAX SENT NR i and MIN REC NR i . MIN : : : and MAX : : : are initialized to +1 and ;1, respectively. When P i is about to take c i x these variables represent min sent i x , max rec i x , max sent nr i x and min rec nr i x , respectively. The set REC NR i represents rec nr i x (x is considered as an abstract counter initialized to 0).
Maintaining C1 Z N R
Take a local checkpoint. Condition C1 Z N R is ensured by the checkpoint procedure (Figure 8 ): lc i is increased by this procedure and is never decreased by other procedures.
Procedure checkpoint is called by a process P i when it takes (on its own initiative) a basic checkpoint or when it is directed by the protocol to take a forced checkpoint. It is easy to see that this procedure guarantees that the clock lc i used to timestamp local checkpoints of P i does increase.
Maintaining C2 Z N R
The idea, to maintain the validity of C2 Z N R , is to direct P i to take a (forced) local checkpoint or to record messages when this condition is about to be violated. More precisely, the protocol guarantees that the following relation is always satisfied: It is easy to see that I is true after each execution of the procedure checkpoint (;1 < l c i < +1). Moreover, starting from its last execution of procedure checkpoint, as soon as P i sends or delivers a message that is not recorded, I reduces to equalities and those will hold until the next execution of the procedure checkpoint.
Sending a message. Figure 9 describes the procedure send which is executed by the protocol each time a process P i sends a message m. This procedure is very general. Note that when a message m is recorded by its sender, the sender informs the receiver that m has been recorded (boolean field m:recorded): this allows not to record twice the same message 7 . According to the value selected for m:t, the protocol can be instantiated in several ways (a simple instantiation is given in Section 5.4). This procedure maintains the validity of I for the following reasons:
Selection of a timestamp m:t < lc i is not allowed as it would violate I (we would have MIN SENT i < l c i and lc i cannot decrease).
Selection of a timestamp m:t = lc i is possible: it does not modify I.
Selection of a timestamp m:t > lc i . In that case sending m without recording it or without modifying lc i would lead to MAX SENT NR i = m:t > lc i , violating the left part of I. To prevent such a violation, we have three possibilities:
(1) Taking a forced checkpoint.
This resets all variables appearing in the left and right parts of I.
(2) Recording m.
In that case, m:t will not be taken into account in 7 It is also possible to add a second boolean field m:has to be recorded to each message; when true, this field would force the receiver to record the message. This allows to choose the process (sender or receiver) where a message has to be recorded when needed. As shown by procedure send, selecting m:t = lc i systematically prevents recording by the sender process.
MAX SENT NR i , and consequently, as m:t > lc i , I will remain true. This makes the left part of I "in- As our aim is to reduce the number of forced checkpoints and the number of recorded messages, we eliminate case (1), and we consider for the procedure send:
-case (2) This protocol is general in the sense that it can be instantiated by fixing some choices. Such an instantiation is presented in the next section. An important point of this general protocol lies in the choice that is offered between forcing a local checkpoint or recording some received messages. This flexibility shows a compromise between the number of forced checkpoints and the number of recorded messages 8 . Finally let us note that if we remove from this protocol: 8 It is possible to design a protocol in which lc i would increase more slowly. As a side effect, this protocol would take less forced checkpoints. To attain this goal we need messages carrying additional control information, namely, information indicating the sets of messages that have been recorded by their destination processes. With such a control information, a process P i that sent m to P j and learns that m has been recorded by P j , could "suppress" m:t from MAX SENT NR i . As we can see from I, the recording of messages and the variables MAX SENT NR i and MIN REC NR i we obtain a protocol that satisfies only (P11), the variables MIN SENT i and MAX REC i we obtain a protocol that satisfies only (P12). 8 k : ( c k x k is the local checkpoint such that c k x k :t is the greatest timestamp a)
Properties of the Protocol
is consistent (Property (P11)). Moreover, a = c i x :t is the identity of a consistent global snapshot G a to which c i x belongs (Property P2). The proof of these properties is similar to the one exhibited in [6] . Lastly, as we have seen, (P12) is ensured by recording appropriately all missing messages.
An Instantiation of the General Protocol
In this section, one of the many possible instantiations that can be derived from the general protocol is presented. It is characterized by the two following points: (1) recording of messages must not be done by their senders, and (2) the "volatile storage" REC NR i must not be maintained.
The first point is easily realized by defining, in the procedure send, the timestamp m:t of the message currently sent as the current value of lc i . The second point is easily satisfied by directing P i to take a forced checkpoint instead of recording messages of REC NR i when it has the choice to do either of these actions in the procedure delivery. Note that, as messages are never recorded by the sender, the flag m:recorded can be eliminated. Moreover, by construction, lc i max(MAX REC i MAX SENT NR i ) always holds. Thus, variables MAX REC i and MAX SENT NR i can be suppressed. Finally, variables MIN SENT i and MIN REC NR i are represented by a single variable MIN COM i (initialized to +1). The resulting protocol is described in Figure 11 . A design choice of this instantiation has consisted in not managing a volatile storage: as indicated previously, this can increase the number of forced checkpoints with respect to other instantiations that would maintain a volatile storage REC NR i and occasionally records some of its messages.
this allows a slower increase of lc i . We do not study in details such a "size of control information carried by messages"-consuming generalization. 
Conclusion
Two abstract necessary and sufficient conditions have been stated: one is related to the prevention of orphan messages, the other is related to the prevention of missing messages. These conditions have shown a strong duality between orphan and missing messages. Then, these abstract conditions have been made operational by interpreting them as timestamping properties. A very general protocol implementing these properties has been designed. The control information carried by application messages is one integer and one boolean, and locally each process manages five integer variables and a "volatile storage" of messages. Actually, this protocol can be instantiated in distinct ways, giving rise to a family of communication-induced snapshot protocols. An example of instantiation has been presented (the size of control information carried by messages is reduced to one integer, and locally only two integer variables are required). It has also been shown that there is a tradeoff between the number of forced checkpoints and the number of recorded messages when defining a particular communication-induced snapshot protocol. Last but not least, a simulation study has analyzed the different kinds of behavior the protocol exhibits (see [8] ).
